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Amarillo Globe-News [TX] 

Editorial: Judicial flip is unbecoming (Amarillo Globe-News [TX], 04/25/11) 
"U.S. Sen. John Cornyn, R-Texas, has performed a serious flip-flop on the Senate's judicial 
confirmation process. It doesn't wear well.... Cornyn three years ago called up-or-down votes a 
"matter of fundamental fairness and it is the Senate's constitutional duty to act on each nomination." 
That was then. He's saying something quite different these days. Now the former Texas attorney 
general, district judge and state Supreme Court justice wants to filibuster a nominee put forward by 
President Obama. John McConnell has been nominated for a federal judgeship in Rhode Island. 
McConnell is qualified to serve. He also is active in the plaintiff's bar and has given money to 
Democratic candidates for public office. That's a deal breaker, Cornyn said. Doesn't the principle of 
allowing an up-or-down vote apply to Democratic as well as Republican nominees?" 

 

Austin American-Statesman [TX] 

It’s a wrap: Editorials, June 15-21 (Austin American-Statesman [TX], 06/21/14) 
"Tuesday, June 17: Since late last year, when Democrats exercised some authority over the chamber 
they control and limited Republicans’ ability to filibuster judicial nominations, the U.S. Senate has 
confirmed 54 of President Barack Obama’s judicial nominees. This accelerated confirmation pace 
has reduced the number of vacancies in the federal judiciary to their lowest level in more than five 
years. The reduction in the number of vacancies on federal courts of appeal and district courts is 
good news. But there still are too many judicial vacancies and the need to fill them remains urgent. 
The sense of urgency is especially acute in Texas." 

EDITORIAL: More judges seated, but need still great (Austin American-Statesman 
[TX], 06/17/14) 
"Judicial vacancies burden a federal court system already dealing with a record caseload, and they 
delay justice for millions of Americans whose lives and businesses are put on hold when there are 
not enough judges to decide their cases....But there still are too many judicial vacancies, and the need 
to fill them remains urgent. The sense of urgency is especially acute in Texas.... We call on both 
senators to work with the White House on filling judicial vacancies in Texas. Beyond judicial 
vacancies, there also is a need for more federal judges. ... The Judicial Conference of the United 
States, chaired by John Roberts, chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, has recommended 
increasing the number of federal judgeships in Texas by eight new permanent positions. The state's 
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congressional delegation would do Texas well by supporting legislation to enact the conference's 
recommendations." 

EDITORIAL BOARD: Judicial appointments overdue in Texas (Austin American-Statesman 
[TX], 05/12/10) 
"President Barack Obama, a leader dealing with daunting challenges on so many fronts, did an 
admirable job by moving quickly in finding a nominee for the U.S. Supreme Court. As we said on 
this page earlier this week, we hope the Senate will move with similar dispatch in advancing the 
nomination of Elena Kagan to the yea-or-nay vote that will decide her fate. And now that Obama's 
taken care of a task that is among the most important ones a president faces, perhaps he and his 
team can give us a little overdue attention down here in Texas on the judicial front. For whatever 
reason — and there's plenty of places to ascribe blame, including delays in the Senate confirmation 
process — the delay on appointments to the federal judiciary has turned bad into worse when it 
comes to moving cases through the courts in Texas....The problem has become acute and is adding 
additional burdens in a state where the federal judiciary already is overburdened by drug and 
immigration cases." 

 

Beaumont Enterprise [TX] 

EDITORIAL: Texas needs U.S. judges nominated, confirmed (Beaumont Enterprise 
[TX], 04/05/14) 
"The crisis has hit Texas particularly hard, with 10 vacant federal judgeships that are contributing to 
a backlog of 12,000 cases statewide. The overall vacancies average two years, but a slot in Texas' 
Western District has been vacant for more than five years. A Southern District Court based in 
Corpus Christi has been open for almost three years. Only six federal judges have been appointed in 
Texas since Obama became president, as compared to 17 at this point in President George W. 
Bush's second term. This bickering hurts taxpayers. Compromise is possible, and both sides should 
pursue it." 

EDITORIAL: Appointment delays shortchange taxpayers  (Beaumont Enterprise 
[TX], 10/10/11) 

 

Dallas Morning News 

Editorial: Cruz, Cornyn dragging feet on crisis-level judicial vacancies (Dallas Morning 
News, 10/01/15) 
"When you go to federal court, you expect to have a judge. But in Texas, vacancies in the federal 
judiciary remain unfilled for months, sometimes years. The system is operating under emergency 
status from the crush of too many cases and too few judges. And Sens. Ted Cruz and John Cornyn, 
the men empowered to recommend candidates to the president, haven’t moved quickly enough to 
address crisis-level vacancies in a timely manner. Right now, there are nine Texas vacancies — two 
on the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals and seven on its district courts. ... There are only two fewer 
district court vacancies now than a year ago, and the same number of Circuit Court of Appeals 
vacancies. The crisis likely will worsen before it improves.... Cornyn and Cruz need to do better. 
Most of these vacancies were created by judges who left after giving months of advance notice. Yet 
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the senators just now are beginning to formally seek replacements for some of these positions. ... 
shouldn’t replacements have been agreed upon months, if not years, ago?... It is most likely foot-
dragging on the part of the senators .... Crowded courts and long waits mean higher costs and justice 
delayed. As lawyers, Cornyn and Cruz know what is at stake. Now they need to fix it." 

Editorial: With campaigns done, now Obama and GOP must lead (Dallas Morning 
News, 11/05/14) 
"Republicans, who will control all of Congress in January, must show they can do more than 
obstruct the president and his party....A good time to test-drive this is during the lame-duck session 
before the new Congress is seated in January. One must-do is the matter of funding the federal 
government, as a stopgap measure expires Dec. 11 — precisely the kind of measure that has caused 
past D.C. governance to grind to a halt. Other issues are stalled Obama nominations. ... This 
newspaper has been critical of congressional Republicans for their obstinacy — and will remain so if 
they continue on that path." 

Editorial: No judge, no justice (Dallas Morning News, 07/04/14) 
"In the current hyper-partisan gridlock of Washington, however, the nomination and confirmation 
process has virtually ground to a halt, leaving Texas with more unfilled seats on federal benches than 
any other state. Sens. John Cornyn and Ted Cruz need to pick up the pace in nominating applicants 
to fill these seats. ... In the current hyper-partisan gridlock of Washington, however, the nomination 
and confirmation process has virtually ground to a halt, leaving Texas with more unfilled seats on 
federal benches than any other state. Sens. John Cornyn and Ted Cruz need to pick up the pace in 
nominating applicants to fill these seats....Why aren’t the names of nominees to fill the other 
vacancies already on the president’s desk, especially since many of those seats came open more than 
two years ago?" 

Editorial: Here's hoping senator has votes to end the 'secret' (Dallas Morning News, 06/23/10) 
"Seventy-seven of President Barack Obama's nominations – including judgeships – are currently 
blocked without explanation. All of them emerged from committee without opposition, only to 
mysteriously stall on the Senate floor at the hands of unnamed GOP lawmakers. ... This partisan 
game has serious consequences. Lawmaking grinds to a halt, and courts, awaiting judicial picks, 
suffer debilitating logjams. ... It's disappointing that neither of our Texas senators has signed on to 
the latest effort. This newspaper urges Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to schedule a vote on 
McCaskill's efforts as quickly as possible, and we wish her luck." 

 

Eagle [Bryan-College Station, TX] 

Editorial: Too many federal court vacancies in Texas (Eagle [Bryan-College Station, 
TX], 04/13/14) 
"10 federal judgeships have been vacant for an average of almost two years. And that is 
unacceptable. Of course, Texas isn't alone. Currently, there are 85 district court vacancies around the 
country, with only 48 nominees to fill those positions, but Texas has by far the largest number of 
unfilled benches. The shortage of federal judges in Texas has created a backlog of more than 12,000 
cases, both civil and criminal. That means that thousands and thousands of Texans are being denied 
their day in court.... Sens. John Cornyn and Ted Cruz are doing their best to delay confirmation of 
judicial appointments as long as possible, perhaps hoping for a Republican presidential victory in 
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2016. We can't wait that long. ... we have to fill those numerous judicial vacancies in Texas, and 
around the country." 

 

El Paso Times [TX] 

Editorial: Move quickly to fill federal judge vacancy (El Paso Times [TX], 04/01/15) 
"The most recent federal court vacancy in the Western District of Texas took more than five years 
to fill. That can't be allowed to happen again with a current vacancy. The Western District covers a 
broad swath of Texas, from Waco to El Paso. It is among the busiest districts in the nation ... We 
encourage Texas' two senators, John Cornyn and Ted Cruz, to quickly open the selection process 
for Junell's replacement.... Obama and the senators agreed to the appointment of Pitman, who was 
an excellent choice. Surely they can find someone equally qualified to fill the current vacancy in the 
Western District of Texas." 

 

Fort Worth Star-Telegram [TX] 

Editorial: Uncertainty in the courts doesn't promote order (Fort Worth Star-Telegram 
[TX], 01/06/13) 
"More than 30 nominees to federal judgeships never received Senate votes, even though most were 
thoroughly non-controversial and the inaction left some courts seriously understaffed. ... {Chief 
Justice John] Roberts this year did not invoke the familiar theme of higher pay for federal judges. 
Instead, he urged the president and Congress to fill seats on the bench. At the end of December, 27 
vacancies were designated "judicial emergencies," meaning the position has been open more than 18 
months and/or the court has an especially large number of filings. The courts counted a total of 77 
openings ... President Barack Obama resubmitted 33 nominations that the Senate did not vote on 
before they expired Dec. 31. ... There are two vacancies on the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals... 
Needless skirmishing over judicial nominations is a problem the Senate must address so nominees 
aren't left in limbo and courts have the personnel they need to operate. No one wins from 
brinksmanship here." 

Editorial: Obama's proposal for Senate votes on judicial nominees deserves bipartisan 
approval (Fort Worth Star-Telegram [TX], 01/30/12) 
"Republicans, who have blocked any vote on two appellate court nominees (one of whom withdrew 
from consideration) and contributed to inexplicable delays on prospective judges who've had the 
backing of their home-state GOP senators. ... 18 nominees approved by the Senate Judiciary 
Committee in 2011 still are waiting for floor votes; the full Senate just never got to them before the 
end of the year. ... Unnecessary delays only add to backlogs. There are 83 federal judicial vacancies, 
32 of them on courts where the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has declared "judicial 
emergencies" because of the caseloads." 

Editorial: 'Advice and consent' means voting, not obstructing (Fort Worth Star-Telegram 
[TX], 04/06/11) 
The constitutional duty of "advice and consent" doesn't mean complain and obstruct. Why then 
might Cornyn condone blocking a district court nominee from Rhode Island? After the Senate 
Judiciary Committee recently approved John J. McConnell on an 11-7 vote, with GOP Sen. Lindsey 
Graham of South Carolina in the majority, the Providence Journal reported that Cornyn said "he 
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considers McConnell's nomination so objectionable that he might support a filibuster." ... According 
to the Congressional Record, Cornyn in 2004 said senators should treat nominees fairly and 
"provide the up-or-down vote the U.S. Constitution demands." In 2008, his website 
(cornyn.senate.gov) carried a statement calling it "unacceptable" to block votes on nominations: "An 
up-or-down vote is a matter of fundamental fairness, and it is the Senate's constitutional duty to act 
on each nomination." Differences over judicial philosophy might justify voting against him -- but 
not holding up a vote altogether. That would be plain partisan politics. And the Constitution and 
common courtesy demand better." 

Editorial: Judicial nominees to federal bench deserve courtesy of a Senate vote (Fort Worth 
Star-Telegram [TX], 12/20/10) 
"Where in the Constitution does it say the Senate shall sit on judicial nominations from the president 
until the majority and minority leaders compromise on who'll get a vote?... As Congress winds down 
its lame-duck session, the Senate has finally gotten around to confirming some of the more than 30 
judicial nominations that were backlogged. But it appears that if Majority Leader Harry Reid and 
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell don't agree, others won't get even the courtesy of a vote. And 
that's shameful. Still waiting Monday were two Texans nominated to district judgeships in July: 
Diana Saldana for Laredo and Marina Garcia Marmolejo for Galveston.... Republicans have objected 
to a quartet of nominees they consider too liberal, including highly qualified University of California 
law professor Goodwin Liu, a Stanford University and Yale Law School graduate and Rhodes 
Scholar whose parents are Taiwanese immigrants. But if Republicans really believed what they said 
during the Bush years -- when Democrats were filibustering nominees they considered too 
conservative -- all nominees would get a vote. One of those waiting longest for Senate action is 
University of Utah law professor Scott Matheson" 

Editorial Qualified nominees to the high court deserve a hearing and a vote  (Fort Worth Star-
Telegram [TX], 04/08/10) 
Republicans who've opposed him at every turn must be careful about suddenly backing away from 
their insistence in previous years that presidents are entitled to significant deference on Supreme 
Court choices. The Star-Telegram Editorial Board has said this before: Every judicial nominee is 
entitled to the courtesy of a hearing and a Senate vote. And filibustering a well-qualified candidate 
over disagreement with the nominees' views is a misguided tactic. 

EDITORIAL: Cornyn chooses principle in giving judicial nominee a vote (Fort Worth Star-
Telegram [TX], 11/20/09) 
"Although Alabama Sen. Jeff Sessions, the ranking Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee, 
wasn’t in that "gang of 14," he has repeatedly called it wrong to talk to death a president’s choices 
for the federal bench. But no matter. Things have changed, he now says. So this week he decided it 
was a dandy idea to filibuster the nomination of U.S. District Judge David Hamilton of Indiana, 
whom President Barack Obama wanted to elevate to the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Chicago. Situational ethics, perhaps? Still, their obstructionism fell flat, and notably so. Ten 
Republicans joined 58 Democrats and two Independents in saying, "Let’s remove the blockade and 
give the man the up-or-down vote each and every judicial candidate with basic qualifications for the 
job deserves." To his credit, Texas Sen. John Cornyn, a Judiciary Committee member and former 
state court judge, was among the Republicans who voted to give Hamilton his day in court, so to 
speak. Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison, also a Republican, was the only senator not to vote on whether to 
end the delay. She and Cornyn both voted against confirming Hamilton, though he was approved by 
the full Senate on Thursday, 59-39. Cornyn chairs the National Republican Senatorial Committee, 
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and he can partisan with the best of them. But he has also argued that judges shouldn’t be chosen 
based on litmus tests, that politicians shouldn’t demand promises in exchange for confirmation, that 
the same rules should apply regardless of which political party is in the majority and that "every 
judicial nominee is entitled to an up-or-down vote." It’s commendable that he showed consistency 
on that last principle when some of his fellow Republicans conveniently forgot it." 

 

Houston Chronicle 

EDITORIAL: Open secret; Texas is not the focus of the state's junior senator. (Houston 
Chronicle, 03/23/15) 
"Trade, NASA, hurricane protection, immigration, education, energy policy, federal judgeships and a 
host of other issues important to Texans will have, at best, the senator's distracted attention.... we 
look to his senior colleague, John Cornyn, to address Texas-related needs." 

EDITORIAL: Unpacking accusations; President Obama's judicial nominations deserve an 
up-or-down vote. (Houston Chronicle, 11/01/13) 
"When President Barack Obama nominates judges to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, he isn't 
packing the court - he's doing his job.... Republican senators such as Cornyn are seriously proposing 
to simply eliminate the two vacant seats on the D.C. Circuit to prevent Obama from making his 
nominations. Changing the number of judges on a court for political ends? Now that sounds like 
court- packing. The D.C. Circuit handles important, and often complex, regulatory issues. That 
court requires top-notch judges who take more time per case than other circuit courts. Claiming that 
the D.C. Circuit already has enough judges, as Cornyn claimed in the National Review, is a political 
tactic dressed up as argument....Republicans have begun filibustering. When that happened to 
Republican nominees, Cornyn called it "complete obstruction" and a "gross denial of justice." He 
was right then, and Democrats would be right to use those words now." 

Editorial: Judicial gridlock felt in Texas; Our confirmation system is stuck in tit-for-tat, and 
we're starting to feel it. (Houston Chronicle, 04/18/13) 
Sen. "Cruz, along with Sen. John Cornyn and other Republican senators, has signed on to a plan that 
is the near opposite of FDR's failed court packing scheme. Instead of adding judicial seats to expand 
presidential appointment power, the so-called Court Efficiency Act will eliminate some of the vacant 
seats on the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. But this meddling with the fundamentals of our judiciary 
is court packing by another name, and it does not pass the smell test. It is time to lay off the political 
maneuvering and get back to basics - either approve President Obama's judicial nominees or vote 
them down. ... Voters should not be content with politicians who hold our judiciary hostage in a race 
to the bottom." 

Editorial: Judicial vacancy; Time to fill judicial vacancies. (Houston Chronicle, 12/28/12) 
"As President Obama begins his second term, it is time for him and the Senate to address a major 
issue that has gone largely ignored over the last four years: judicial vacancies. Our nation relies on 
three active branches of government, but during President Obama's first term, growing vacancies on 
the federal bench have left unacceptable gaps in our judiciary.... the stakes are too high, and there are 
too many qualified candidates, for this gridlock to continue." 

Editorial: Judicial emergency; Politically driven delays in filling federal judgeships along 
border put lives at risk. (Houston Chronicle, 01/23/11) 
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"The shortage of federal judges to handle cases along the U.S.-Mexico border, detailed on Monday 
by Chronicle Washington Bureau reporter Gary Martin ("Judicial emergency on border," Page A1, 
Jan. 17), would be cause for concern even under the best of circumstances. Under current 
circumstances — heightened drug violence in the area and a swamped immigration docket - the 
situation has clear potential to turn into a threat to national security. It deserves priority attention in 
Washington." 

Editorial: Filibuster fuss; In support of Senate Democrats' effort to revise rules, reduce ugly 
partisanship (Houston Chronicle, 01/05/11) 
"Over the past few years, misusing the filibuster for partisan political purposes has morphed into an 
equal-opportunity exercise to block and obstruct legislation and presidential nominations at a virtual 
whim — all too often with little or no effort and frequently under the cloak of anonymity."  

 

Midland Reporter-Telegram [TX] 

Community Board: Midland needs a new federal judge (Midland Reporter-Telegram 
[TX], 03/30/15) 
Community Editorial Board: "Midland-Odessa and Pecos Divisions are presided over by a single 
judge, and this one person presides over an area that covers 16 counties in West Texas, stretching 
from Midland to the edge of El Paso -- from the New Mexico border to the Rio Grande. Not 
surprisingly, criminal activity in this area is large and growing ...But, now West Texas sits with no 
federal judge appointed to serve our citizens -- no one permanently assigned to preside over the 
tremendous number of federal cases that need prosecution.... West Texas needs a full-time federal 
judge to be appointed -- and sooner, rather than later. I ask my fellow citizens to contact our 
senators from Texas, John Cornyn and Ted Cruz, and urge them to begin the process of filling this 
important judicial position as early as possible. West Texas deserves nothing less." 

 

San Antonio Express-News [TX] 

EDITORIAL: Fill vacant federal bench without delay (San Antonio Express-News 
[TX], 04/02/15) 
"If U.S. Sens. John Cornyn and Ted Cruz are serious about border security, they will act quickly to 
help find a nominee to fill the federal district court vacancy in West Texas.... The U.S. Senate made 
progress last year confirming federal judges to long-vacant benches, including one in San Antonio. 
The San Antonio bench was vacant for nearly six years. The Midland/Pecos bench opening must 
not be allowed to linger. The White House and Texas senators should put justice and border security 
before politics and fill the seat vacated by Junell as soon as possible. A long delay would be 
irresponsible." 

EDITORIAL: Six-year judicial saga finally ends (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 12/29/14) 
"The Senate this month confirmed President Barack Obama’s nomination of Robert Pitman, who 
has been serving as U.S. attorney for the region, to fill the bench vacated by Senior Judge Royal 
Furgeson in 2008. Because of the heavy caseload in the Western District of Texas, the vacancy was 
classified as an emergency. Still, the dysfunctional environment in Washington led to a six-year 
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vacancy.... the appointments process would be a lot better with less partisan gamesmanship. And the 
truth is that even without any vacancies in the Western District of Texas, the state is growing rapidly 
and needs additional federal judges. Drug and immigration cases along the border continue to 
increase, and the justice system needs to keep up with the pace." 

EDITORIAL: Keep nominations rule in U.S. Senate (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 12/17/14) 
"When U.S. Senate Democrats, after much provocation, changed the rules on most judicial and 
executive nominations in late 2013, Republicans cried foul. Conveniently ignoring their obstruction 
for the sake of thwarting all things Obama, the Senate GOP caucus insisted that Democrats were 
trampeling traditions of comity, deliberation and respect for the minority party’s rights. ... All it 
should take is a simple majority — not 60 votes — to get to confirmation of most judicial and 
executive nominations.... Leadership can simply refuse to allow floor votes and schedule hearings, 
for instance. It’s difficult to envision such a course gaining any public favor — much less sending 
any message about Republicans’ ability to govern." 

Editorial: Overdue progress on U.S. judges (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 09/25/14) 
"Three nominations to the U.S. District Court in Texas' Southern District last week could further 
signal a welcome end to the state's judicial logjam. Judicial advocates have labeled Texas as the 
epicenter of a crisis in filling federal judicial vacancies — with the state containing too many of what 
were labeled judicial emergencies.... Pitman and two other nominees for Texas judgeships had their 
hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee this month. At that hearing, the state's two U.S. 
senators, John Cornyn and Ted Cruz, supported the nominees. That same kind of support came 
after the presidential nominations last week. This is a good sign that both GOP senators are taking 
their roles seriously.... Even when all vacancies are filled, however, another task remains. That would 
be acting on the certainty that one of the fastest-growing states lacks enough federal judges in the 
first place." 

Editorial: Justice denied by partisan gridlock (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 06/19/14) 
"U.S. District Judge Royal Ferguson took senior status on Nov. 30, 2008, vacating his San Antonio-
based bench. Today, more than five-and-a-half years later, the bench remains vacant. The situation 
illustrates the damaging results of partisan gridlock. Work piles up in the Western District of Texas 
— a hot spot for drug cases and immigration matters — and the open San Antonio bench remains 
vacant, despite its official status as a judicial emergency. In 2011, Sen. John Cornyn co-sponsored 
legislation to add three judgeships in Texas. ...Texas still has eight district court vacancies and two 
5th Circuit vacancies....Texans should hold their senators accountable for their part in the logjam." 

EDITORIAL: Filibustering of nominees had to end (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 12/02/13) 
"There are filibusters and then there are vetoes. They should not be the same. In making them 
identical in practice, Senate Republicans brought on themselves what they now characterize, with 
absolutely no hint of irony, an unprecedented power grab. No: A power grab is when a minority 
party blocks presidential nominations simply because it can.... Democrats have been frustrated in 
particular by GOP filibusters on nominations for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia, considered the most important appeals court in the country.... Democrats had no choice. 
Though misused by both parties, the filibuster effectively had become a veto." 

EDITORIAL: Lawmakers' games leave bench vacant (San Antonio Express-News 
[TX], 08/09/13) 
"A San Antonio-based U.S. district court post has been vacant almost five years. This symbol of 
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partisan polarization shows the inefficiency and irresponsibility of the gridlocked federal government 
and the Texas politicians who are aggravating the situation.... Texas' Democrats in the House should 
accept the fact that the Republican senators have the upper hand and work to find a consensus 
candidate. And the senators should drop the extreme partisanship as well. San Antonians and the 
rest of the Western District are paying an unacceptable price for partisan gamesmanship. It is past 
time to send a mutually acceptable recommendation to the White House so a new judge can get to 
work in San Antonio." 

EDITORIAL: A raw 'deal' cloaked as good bargain (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 07/19/13) 
"Missing are changes so that the minority can no longer thwart nominations and legislation because 
... well, just because. That is what members of the Senate Republican minority have effectively done. 
They haven't blocked presidential nominations because of reasoned and principled objections to the 
nominees. They have blocked them just because President Obama nominated them and to neuter 
federal agencies they don't want to function. ... what we have now amounts to the minority party in 
the Senate able to pretend that elections don't have consequences. Ingratiating itself to party bases 
and special interests, the minority can ensure the nation's business goes undone." 

Editorial: Judicial vacancy is inexcusable (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 03/07/13) 
"[A] San Antonio-based federal district court seat has been vacant for five years. ... Now, the open 
bench is listed as a judicial emergency. House Democrats and Republican senators don't appear 
close to an agreement.... lengthy judicial vacancies are a national problem — 21 states have judicial 
emergencies — largely because Republicans in the Senate have used procedural rules to thwart 
judicial nominees from being confirmed, even when home-state Republicans are supportive of the 
judges." 

Editorial: Give up-or-down votes to nominees (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 11/21/12) 
Express-News Editorial Board: Senate "Republicans have brought a slow confirmation process to a 
halt. There are now 33 district court and seven circuit nominations pending in the Senate.... Prior to 
Nov. 6, Senate Republicans had a political motive to gum up the confirmation process. ...That 
motive is now gone. Further delays on non-controversial Obama nominees only serve to weaken the 
judicial system. Sen. Susan Collins, R-Maine, has asked Senate leaders to expedite floor votes for 
such nominees during the lame-duck session. In the interest of justice, Collins' GOP colleagues 
should follow her lead and give pending Obama nominees timely up-or-down votes, as the 
Constitution requires." 

Editorial: Partisanship still thwarting judicial confirmations (San Antonio Express-News 
[TX], 08/08/12) 
"Obama has been slower than other recent presidents in sending nominees to Capitol Hill, but 20 
are pending. The Senate has confirmed only 78 percent of his nominees. The Senate approved 80.8 
percent for Clinton and 86.4 for Bush, according to Kamen's research. The net effect is too many 
vacancies on the federal bench and a justice system that is slower than it should be, mostly spawned 
by a misguided focus on a judge's philosophy instead of qualifications." 

Editorial: Texans hurt by broken process (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 05/04/12) 
"Two long-standing federal judicial vacancies filled, four to go. Last week, the Senate finally 
confirmed two nominees to help work the docket of understaffed federal courts in Texas. In this 
tale of justice delayed, there's plenty of blame." 
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Editorial: More federal courts needed along border; Creating benches and filling vacancies 
will move dockets. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 12/31/11) 
" Creating new courts will help move the docket, but it would help also if the partisan bickering over 
the filling of existing federal judicial vacancies would end. There are currently six empty federal 
benches across the state." 

Editorial: Judicial delays are unacceptable (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 12/27/11) 
" When the senators went home this month, they left the Capitol without acting on 21 pending 
judicial nominations. ... There are currently 80 federal judicial vacancies, five of them in Texas. 
Among the 21 pending nominations, only a few are controversial. Sixteen of the nominees have 
bipartisan support and faced no opposition in the Senate Judiciary Committee.... “An up-or-down 
vote is a matter of fundamental fairness, and it is the Senate's constitutional duty to act on each 
nomination,” wrote Cornyn in a 2008 press release blasting Senate Democrats for failing to act on 
Bush nominations. That duty is no less binding today than it was then, when there half the number 
of judicial vacancies." 

Editorial: Time to end delays on U.S. judicial nominees (San Antonio Express-News 
[TX], 09/30/11) 
"The same dynamics are in play for the six vacant federal judgeships in Texas. In June, the Senate 
Judiciary Committee approved lawyer Marina Garcia Marmolejo for a federal judicial bench in 
Laredo. However, a confirmation vote for Marmolejo, who Hutchison and Cornyn support, was not 
scheduled until next week. No legitimate reason exists for such a delay. The White House needs to 
get on with the process of nominating qualified judges to fill vacant benches. Senators need to fulfill 
their obligations to give those nominees an up or down vote in a timely fashion." 

Editorial: D.C. must act on empty positions; Judicial and U.S. attorney vacancies impair 
justice in Texas. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 09/19/11) 
"The Obama administration and Senate Republicans share in the blame for the glacial pace in filling 
federal judicial vacancies. Nationwide, there are about 90 vacant federal benches. Well into his third 
year in the White House, President Barack Obama has submitted nominees to fill only 60 percent of 
those posts. When the president has sent nominations to the Senate, Republicans have unnecessarily 
drawn out the confirmation process.... We urge Senate leaders to move swiftly to confirm these U.S. 
attorney nominations as well as the pending judicial nominations of Marina Garcia Marmolejo and 
James Rodney Gilstrap. We also call on President Obama to submit nominees for the remaining 
vacant judicial posts in Texas." 

Editorial: Take action on judicial nominees; Senate GOP leaders should end delays in 
confirmation process (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 08/14/11) 
" But the senators failed to take action on 20 other nominees who have been approved by the Senate 
Judiciary Committee. One of them is attorney Marina Garcia Marmolejo, whose nomination was 
voted out of committee in June for a federal judgeship in Laredo. ... Marmolejo has the support of 
Sens. John Cornyn and Kay Bailey Hutchison and the Democratic House members. Yet she was 
part of the group of nominees that Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., inexplicably 
refused to allow to come to the floor for confirmation. Partisan politics has already inflicted enough 
injury on the federal judiciary. There's no reason for McConnell to hold up nominations such as 
Marmolejo's that have bipartisan support. McConnell and fellow GOP senators are now enjoying a 
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vacation. We trust that when they return to Washington, they will agree to vote on pending judicial 
nominations so that judges can get to work in Texas." 

Editorial: Obama should act to fill judicial vacancies; Move swiftly on nominations with 
bipartisan support. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 07/27/11) 
"Sens. John Cornyn and Kay Bailey Hutchison have forwarded the names of two more jurists to the 
White House for consideration as nominees to fill empty federal judicial benches in Texas. President 
Barack Obama should accept the recommendations and move swiftly on the nominations. . . . Rep. 
Lloyd Doggett, D-Austin, who acts as a spokesman for Texas Democrats on judicial nominations, 
endorsed the duo. He also called on the White House to act quickly to fill all the judicial vacancies in 
Texas — six, including one in San Antonio. More than 30 months into the Obama presidency, 
there's no reason why so many of these posts lack White House nominees. When nominations have 
been forthcoming, the Senate has compounded the problem by dragging out the confirmation 
process.. . . A measure moving through Congress would create three new federal courts in Texas to 
deal with the mounting number of criminal cases related to border issues, including drug and human 
trafficking. Those courts are needed. But the focus now should be on filling existing vacancies. 
Guaderrama and Costa have bipartisan support. There is no reason to delay their nominations." 

Editorial: Move swiftly to fill federal court vacancies; After 30 months, two federal benches 
in Texas lack nominees. (San Antonio Express-News [TX],07/02/11) 
"The slow pace of filling vacancies puts a heavier workload on sitting judges and increases the time 
for cases to go to court. Many of these cases in the Southern District and Western District of Texas 
are related to drug, immigration and human trafficking offenses. Both the White House and 
Congress share blame for the glacial progress. After 30 months in the Oval Office, President Obama 
has yet to make nominations for two federal benches in Texas — one in San Antonio, the other in 
El Paso. That's unacceptable. Texas nominees have been caught up in a political squabble between 
Democratic members of the House delegation and the state's two Republican senators, Kay Bailey 
Hutchison and John Cornyn. Even when consensus nominees have been found, the Senate has 
failed to move quickly enough on confirmation. In his annual report on the U.S. judiciary, Chief 
Justice John Roberts warned that the failure to fill judicial vacancies in a timely manner is creating 
“acute difficulties in some judicial districts.” President Obama and Senate leaders should act with 
alacrity to prevent this problem from getting worse." 

Editorial: More federal courts needed along border; Creating benches and filling vacancies 
will move dockets. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 05/25/11) 
"Legislation to create three new federal benches in California, three in Texas and one in Arizona to 
help the situation merits bipartisan support.... Creating new courts will help move the docket, but it 
would help also if the partisan bickering over the filling of existing federal judicial vacancies would 
end. There are currently six empty federal benches across the state. ... Two of those positions have 
nominees awaiting confirmation and four posts don't even have nominees. It's time to get moving." 

Editorial: Cornyn's flip-flop is disappointing; Senator's reversal on judicial nominations will 
hurt Texas. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 04/14/11) 
"Sen. John Cornyn, R-Texas, had it right in 2008.... “An up-or-down vote is a matter of fundamental 
fairness, and it is the Senate's constitutional duty to act on each nomination,” Cornyn wrote in a 
press release. “Senators have a right to vote for or against any nominee, but blocking votes on 
nominations is unacceptable.”... In a sharp break from his previous stand, Cornyn has signaled he 
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will join a GOP effort to filibuster an Obama nominee to a federal bench in Rhode Island.... What's 
not acceptable, as Cornyn correctly noted in 2008, is stonewalling that process to prevent an up-or-
down vote. Cornyn's situational ethics on the Senate's advice and consent powers are bad. Worse, 
however, is that his flip-flop on nominations imperils the delicate process to fill six federal judicial 
vacancies in Texas, including one in San Antonio. Those vacancies have contributed to a dangerous 
backlog of criminal cases." 

Editorial: Speed up process on nominations; White House, Senate should move swiftly to fill 
judicial vacancies. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 02/11/11) 
"We urge the president to act with urgency in making nominations for the remaining vacancies in 
Texas. A sizeable pool of qualified jurists exists who, like Saldaña, can garner bipartisan support. We 
also urge the Senate to move swiftly, as it has done the second time around with Saldaña, and bring 
those nominations to an up-or-down vote. The nation's courts should not be held hostage to 
political bickering on Capitol Hill." 

Editorial: End delays filling fed judiciary posts; Partisan scuffling is part of problem in Lone 
Star State. (San Antonio Express-News [TX], 01/07/11) 
"Members of the U.S. Senate should take note of Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts' call to 
get on with the business of filling federal court vacancies. And President Barack Obama should pay 
attention as well because he has been slow to nominate judges in some cases, including in Texas.... 
Texas' federal judiciary needs to be at full strength. Taking care of business must be the highest 
priority." 

 

Texas Criminal Lawyer Blog 

Shortage of Judges Creates a Crisis in the Federal Court System  (Texas Criminal Lawyer 
Blog, 06/23/11) 
Michael J. Brown: "The federal courts face a crisis that has received very little attention in the 
mainstream press: a shortage of judges. ... the partisan problem seems especially acute now. 
Qualified judges are not even permitted an up-and-down vote in the Senate. Obama nominees take 
more than 200 days to be confirmed, compared to 114 days under President Reagan. The Senate’s 
role is to give advice and consent, not to refuse to let the nominee be considered at all. This problem 
reaches down to the lowest levels. A federal criminal defense attorney wants his clients to have their 
day in court as quickly as possible. He does not want his client to face an unnecessary delay before 
finding out if he will be convicted of drug possession or a white collar crime. The client also 
deserves to have a judge who is fully knowledgeable of the case -- which may be more difficult if the 
judge is overburdened and overwhelmed by other cases." 
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